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Chairmans Notes
Welcome to my autumn notes, time passes and it doesn't seem to be five
years since my first ones in 2016. As the saying goes “a lot of water has gone
under the bridge”.
I hope that I find you all well and hope to see some of you at the proposed
rally next year. (see page 18) ed. When I last put pen to paper it was before
the Duke of Edinburgh had died, his passing reminded me of his interest in
engineering, indeed he founded the Royal Academy of Engineering the
headquarters being at Prince Phillip House, Central London. I was privileged
to meet him once when I was on the L.G. & S stand at the London Boat show.
I was impressed with his knowledge of the company and its engines. If my
memory serves me correctly, I think that he had been to the works.
Much has been talked about recently “too many teenagers going to university
and more emphasis on degree apprenticeships” while you earn whilst you
learn and come out with skills the market place wants. This takes me back to
the next Department I was taken to, Mr. Robinson the Personnel Manager
was responsible for moving us around (I could take you to his office now),
Miss Flint who my friend Eddie will remember, looked after all our Technical
College efforts, Miss Flint was in charge of the Laboratory (see the works
plan). Mr. Rawlinsons office was near the no. 6 Milling Department. I was
posted to the Crank Shaft Machine Shops nos. 15 and 16. The two things that
stand out I remember well was the copious amount of cutting oil for the
lubrication of the tools in the lathes and crank pin machines. Most of the
operatives wore cloggs (myself included) due mainly to the large amounts of
turnings.
The crank pin turning machines were designed by Mr. Joseph Gardner built
at the works, 31 were sold to other engine manufacturers including some in
Russia. Do we know if any exist? Photographs can be seen in Graham Edges
book.
The crank shafts came as forgings from Shardlows (I think) Sheffield and I
still have my notes for machining the last operation on the pins, polished by
friction, would be interested in seeing one working again.
It is always good to hear from members and I look forward to seeing some of
you at next years rally. I hope we have a good turnout of boats, vehicles and
engines. The LW engine missed out this year for it’s 90th birthday. A big
thank you to Steven and Judith Gray, Linda and Andrew Kemp and Pat and
Simon Roberts for keeping things going through these difficult times. If
anyone would like to join the committee please let us know.
A Warm welcome to new members Simon Davis, Lawrence Macduff,
Andrew Parsons, Martyn Ryder and Paul France.
John Naylor
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L Gardner and Sons Ltd designed and produced a vertical single cylinder petrol
engine with an integral horizontal compressor for charging air receivers used for
starting large Oil Engines, H,HF,V,VT types. It is a comparatively small engine
of 1¼ bhp @770 rpm. However, it is capable of pumping up to 350 pounds per
square inch, now that’s quite some pressure which justifies an insurance
engineer surveyor to witness the necessary certifications tests prior to it’s use.
The engine works on the four strike principle, it’s speed is governed by a single
hit or miss mechanism which cleverly allows the inlet valve to open and close
only when fuel is required to maintain constant speed.

The Anson Engine Museum
have two of these engines, one
of which came to grief before
reaching the Museum’s
possession. Tragically serious
damage had occurred resulting
from non engineering labour,
this created more problems
than existed before
rectification was first
contemplated. As a volunteer
OAP at the Museum I was
asked to investigate and report

back my findings to return the engine to working
order as a Museum exhibit capable of doing its
original designed job. To cut a long story short the
cylinder water jacket outer side was blown out by
Jack Frost. Repairs had been attempted but had
sadly failed due to a total lack of cast iron welding
technical skills! That doesn’t help at all, just
visualise the extent of work to rectify such
destructive damage. However, there are ways to
overcome these matters with modern engineering
materials so after fettling of the original repair a
new repair was made using a metal filled epoxy.

The water cooling pump had somehow been broken

Restoration of an OVC

Compressor Connecting
Rod Arrangement
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from the base of the crankcase, enormous
pressure must have been required to
fracture its 3/8” bronze body. However, this
had been satisfactorily brazed and was
considered serviceable for further use. The
push rods for the valves and hit and miss
governor mechanism, well one was broken
and the second badly bent, whilst this was
repairable the valve timing was lost,
consequently these critical settings had to
be carefully worked out on a trial and error
basis to determine good engine running

performance. Further horrifying
malicious damage came to light
when the valve gear side flywheel was
taken off adding to the problems.
Can you believe it, the gib head key
had obviously been very tightly
seized and some cowboy had hack
sawed through the key and another
3/16” into the crankshaft. I’ll say no
more.

The engine was built to run on petrol only,
the simplest type of carburetor and
magneto ignition was used. No problems
were expected with the carburetor but
quite unexpectedly it turned out to be a
major trouble spot, because the float was
punctured down the central hole together
with it being badly distorted. The needle
jet was also distorted rendering it all
useless. No time was wasted searching for
a replacement the damaged parts were
either repaired or replaced by making new.
This work was time consuming, however,
it paid off once the float was made for the
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correct level.

The final component (the compressor) presented no troubles, just routine
cleaning of the single valve (simplicity at its best).

The age of this engine was not known at the time of writing. However, Gardner
produced them until1937, so that puts its age at over 85 years old. It is now back
in the safe custody of the Museum ready to exhibit.

https://youtu.be/lS0UZBSm9NE
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Gardner is one of the long established British engine manufacturers. During
the 1920s and 30s sturdy diesel engines from this Manchester based engineering
firm powered many commercial narrow boats. Allthough the company started
off with dentists' chairs and coffee grinders back in the nineteenth century,
throughout this century engines have been their forte.
Like many another engine manufacturer, they started with hot bulb and two
stroke engines and then the modern four stroke diesel machine. In the 1930s
they introduced the LW series which incorporated all the finest technology of
the time. The 2 cylinder version became a firm favourite with narrow boat
operators because of it rugged reliability.
Gardners produced this engine up until the 1970s. It went into, pumps,
generator sets and probably most importantly into the small locomotive used in
the South African goldmines. The engine remained virtually unchanged through
this forty year production run; however the imposition sanctions against the
apartheid regime killed the main market for the motors and the unit went out of
production.
In Britain the motors chugging away in narrow boats didn't need spares very
often and the market was awash with imported engines, so the loss wasn't felt
very acutely except by those who believed that only a Gardner would do for their
boat. It looked as though the end of an era had come for this seriously traditional
boat engine.
Luckily, politics had come around full circle and the sanctions against South
Africa had been lifted. Most people would think that 20 years later not a
Gardner 2LW would be left in the mines, but the engine is a persistent beast and
the mine owners are frantic for parts. They have tried all sorts of other engines
but the 2LW seems to be the only one that can cope with the arduous work
underground. For years they have been cannibalising their existing motors and
now the sanctions are over, not only do they want spares, but also new engines.
In a forgotten shed in the Gardner works lie the patterns for virtually every
Gardner engine ever made and as luck would have it, the patterns from the
original engine turned up just as the parts- starved gold miners were pleading
for new engines. The rebirth of the engine was assured.
Narrow boaters haven't been forgotten either. Gardners held a seminar in
December to ask the views of many leading boat builders about what the new
version should be like. The general view was that it should be as much like the
old one as possible, although a hydraulic gearbox is likely to be the main
alteration.
The first engine they have made up was on its test bed being monitored and
checked. It is an impressive piece, putting out 28 horsepower at 1300rpm. It

This article was originally published in the June 1994 edition of
Canal and Riverboat

Continued on page 12
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Casting Bay July 1951

Pattern Shop July 1951
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ticks over at a mere 400 and is
very quiet and smooth. It is
possible to balance a £1 coin on
its edge on the intake manifold
whilst it is doing 700prm.
Relaunching an engine in these
days of emissions legislation is
not simply a matter of making
it and selling it. Every motor
has to comply with
international law. The original
2LW of 1935 meets virtually all
the requirements and only
small adjustments are going to
be needed to make it comply.
If that isn't a tribute to British
engineering of the 1930s I
really don't know what is! In
fact everything about the 2LW
suggests that this country has
an awful lot to be proud about.
It may be a massively over-
engineered engine but if it can
last for 60 years then it must
be good. The new engine has
already been on show and
should be in production in
June. Gardners are going to
launch a Service Training
programme as well so that
new owners can learn the
servicing techniques and get
the very best out of what
promises to be a very good
engine.

ABOVE:
The famous 6-cylinder
bus engine being built.

Sales brochure from 1995 for the reintroduction of the 2LW
Brochure
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Let me tell you of a big piece of recent Empire development..It had its beginnings
long ago, directly after the Great War, when a young naval officer and a few,
friends, with a little money, four old Army lorries that had seen service in France,
and one or two demobilised ex Service men, started a bus, service in the west of
England. This bus service gradually expanded and eventually made a name for
itself all over the district for good service and, what as almost better, good fellow-
ship among its personnel.
Time went by and the 'promoters of the. scheme took British buses, Overseas.
Green and White buses and with them the same spirit of good service, hard work
and good fellowship, With the changing years conditions altered somewhat.
More bus companies sprang up at home and more organisations for ex-Service
men came into being. The slump came and England wanted more overseas trade.
The naval officer, Commander F T Hare, set about laying plans to take British
buses farther afield. Africa, Cairo at first then farther south in less developed
parts,Kenya. Nairobi had no public transport of any kind and the need was great.
Green and White buses now run regular services all over the municipal area
Mombasa, too now has her bus services.
This year has seen the launching of a new, and much bigger, undertaking. The
story sounds easy in the telling and takes only a few' moments to read, but it took
years of careful planning and negotiation before a start could be made, and
would perhaps have, taken much longer but for the keenness and enterprise of
Uganda's go-ahead governor who, from the start, has given the undertaking his
blessing and who had gone into details and given helpful encouragement all the
way through. Only those on the spot and those who have travelled in the lovely
Protectorate where the natives and the whites live so harmoniously side by side,
and each takes his part in the government of the country, can know what
progress has been made during the present governorship, Kampala the capitol
has developed enormously in the past year or two. Such important things as a
water supply, electric light,drainage, better streets and better houses have come
into being under the energetic and progressive rule of Sir Philip Mitchell. He
realised as all good governors must, the need for efficient and reliable
transport,and where the railway cannot serve the country, buses can provide that
the roads are good enough.What better for the purpose than first class British oil

A few of the Albion oil-engined single deck machines which maintain an excellent service in Uganda
under conditions far from ideal

The Part Played by Oil Engined Buses
In Empire Development

This article first appeared in the April 28th 1939 edition of
“The Commercial Motor”
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Sir Phillip Mitchell, who helped so much all through, was
to have opened the services, but owing to an accident was
unable to do so , Lady Mitchell therefore most kindly and
efficiently deputised for him.
A Goan contractor came to the rescue with the loan of
two rooms in his office and ,in addition put up a
corrugated iron shed on the road side for the use of the
company and his helpers. Then began the almost
superhuman task of running full services, for literally
thousands of passengers and their luggage., consisting
often of the oddest assortment of parcels, including
chickens wrapped in banana leaves, geese and goats. As there was no
accommodation buses had to be serviced in the streets, the conductors school
was held in an adjoining wood and the office staff was taught to issue tickets in
the tin shed. It was well that Commander Hare and his able assistants Mr Lane
and Mr Hall had a good sense of humour or the long hours and the heat and the
dust and the difficult conditions under which they were forced to work would
have been too hard to endure.
But the situation had its lighter side as when smartly dressed native with
European suit, gorgeous tie and large watch chain, came in to buy “A first class
ticket for myself, sir, please, and one second class ticket for my wife”.
Two princes of royal blood joined the staff and native ladies who bought their
tickets from them went on their knees to pay. Gradually the garage got its floor
then roof. The walls of the ticket office grew and soon there was a waiting room,
with a roof, too. No windows or doors yet, but these deficiencies were made up
for, temporarily, by the use of expanded wire. All the time the buses continued
to run regularly and circumspectly on their appointed routes; and the Buganda
continued to travel until success became assured.

TheGovernors interest
All this time good fellowship and
keenness in the company grew. Then
came the day when Sir Philip and Lady
Mitchell came to inspect the
undertaking that sir Philip had done so
much to introduce into Uganda. His
Excellency took the greatest interest in
every department of the Bus Company
and approved the work. So had begun
a new phase of Empire development.
An enterprise born of courage to
surmount all difficulties, imagination,
and the pluck to undertake a new
adventure, and faith in the future of the
British Flag and all that it had always
stood for.
Nairobi

THE OIL ENGINES

IN THE UGANDA

BUSES MENTIONED

IN THIS ARTICLE

ARE THE

GARDNER 4LK TYPE

engined buses?. Sir Phillip got to know how experienced Commander F. T. Hare
is at bus organisation, how long he has been.interested in buses, and something
of his record. Consequently he gave him wholehearted backing when he wanted
to bring buses to Uganda and thereby go one step further in the development of
the Protectorate

Manufacturers General Support.
It was decided that the best class vehicle , built and designed specifically for these
roads was essential. Manufacturers who had dealt with Commander Hare over a
long term of years were ready to back him generously, and, but for their support
Commander Hare would have had an almost impossible task, for it was made a
condition of his being given an inclusive licence over certain roads around
Kampala into the outlying districts, that the required number of buses should
reach Kampala towards the end of 1938 and that all services should start on
January 1st 1939.
Just imagine what it meant to get a big fleet of buses built during the latter part
of 1938, of raising the capital to pay for them, of getting them shipped actually
during and after the European crisis of last September, of engaging and training
suitable personnel.
Well the promise had been given and must be fulfilled!. Albion Motors Ltd, faced
up to the problem and the chassis were built; Norris, Henty and Gardner's Lt,
gave of their best and the engines were ready; Duple Bodies and Motors ltd put
in some splendid work and turned out first rate bodies.
The Bell Punch concern not only provided but invented an efficient ticket and
punch system. A little forethought got reasonable insurance rates, and, in spite
of terribly anxious times, the buses arrived in Kampala to be followed by
Commander Hare himself, who found a few partially trained men, got together
by members of the white staff who had gone ahead, but no garage and no offices.

Accommodation: the Open Air
The uncertainty of the European situation has perhaps been responsible, and this
added to the usual difficulties and delays of building, had so hindered things that
a few scaffold poles and some heaps of bricks and bags of cement took the place
of a well founded garage and repair shop and big airy offices. Still the buses are
due to January 1 and start they did.
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Copies of each newsletter can be emailed to members who wish to receive it by
this method, either with or without a paper copy as well. Any email address used
for this purpose will not be made available to any third party. If you would like to
receive your newsletter this way please email the editor at
gardnerengineforum@blueyonder.co.uk with your request and preferred email
address.
The file will be in PDF format (usually around 2 Mb) so is universally readable

1957 2UC Reduction Gearbox
Full nut and bolt rebuild with new reduction gears.

More photographs available on request.
Contact Mike on 07719034583 or mike@mandhcarvaleting.co.uk

For Sale

Electronic Newsletter

Classic Maritime Diesels (engineers).
Marine engine erectors & repairers. Diesel powertrain engineers.

Gardner vintage oil engine specialists.
Machinists of custom & obsolete engine/gearbox components.

Tel: 07712 052 635 Charles. 07789 755 375 Kevin.
E-mail: classicdiesel@hotmail.com

Wanted
Pre 1964 type, 3LW crankshaft (for gunmetal backed, white metal lined bear-

ings). Standard or marine. Must be suitable for grinding.
OR

Post 1964, 3LW crankshaft (for pre-finished thin wall bearings). Standard or
marine. Must be suitable for grinding, along with post 1964 3LW crankcase to

accept pre-finished thin wall bearings.
Will accept cranks up to .040” undersize on mains & pins.

Give us a call: Charles or Kevin.

2022 Rally
Initial preparations are underway to hold a rally in 2022. We are planning to
return to Bugsworth Basin over the weekend of 18th/19th June. Hopefully any
threat from Covid will have gone away.
Agreement has still to be sorted with Bugsworth Basin Heritage Trust and the
Canal and River Trust. More information in the next newsletter. The website will
be updated as soon as possible once all permissions have been agreed.

Bugsworth 2015
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Charles Mills 07712 052 635 Kevin Simmer 07789 755 375
Classicdiesel@hotmail.com



Disclaimer please see note 3 on page 1

Tele 01772 642460
Fax 01772 621333

Centurion Court
Centurion Way
Leyland
Lancashire
PR25 3UQ

COMMERCIAL DIESEL ENGINE SPECIALISTS
Barton Moss Road

Eccles
Manchester
MR30 7RL

Tele:- 0161 787 7017 Fax:- 0161 787 7038
E Mail:- walshs@gardnerdiesel.co.uk www.gardnerdiesel.co.uk

Parts & Services

The museum is also open each Friday & Sunday between Easter and the end of October but
on these occasions the number of engines running may vary depending which volunteers are

available. If no engines are running a reduced entry fee will apply.
The Museum holds many records of Gardner and other makes of engine and also offers a dating service.

Go to http://www.enginemuseum.org/news.html to find the downloadable enquiry form

Special events occur throughout the year normally at Bank Holidays See
the Museum Website www.enginemuseum.org for up to date information

Anson Road,Poynton,Cheshire,SK12 1TD
Tel: 01625 874 426 Email: enquiry@enginemuseum.org


